
The Prone position with bipod
A shooters support series



Positional fundamentals

• Shooting of a bipod in the prone position is the fundamental position 
for longrange shooting, longrange hunting and PRS style shooters.      
It is a position we return to for basic training, checking our loads, 
dope and zero. 

• It is important to have a good prone technique as a foundation in our 
«shooter skill toolbox».

• A few key points are great to incorporate into a mental checklist

• Running through a checklist during dryfire training in your home or 
backyard can greatly improve the shots taken at the range, the 
competition or at the hunt !

Disclaimer. This is a basic guide. 
We dont claim to know everything, but we 
hope to help some and inspire others!
That is our one goal ! 



Positional fundamentals

I find it useful to print out a
representative target in scale to 
aid precise aiming.
I have used the free targets 
found at accurateshooter.com or 
the landscape targets found at 
www.dstprecision.net. Consider 
getting their scope lens kit that 
allows short range in door dry 
fire training

A sandsock, rear bag, bean bag, 
douche bag or monopod can be 
used as  a rear support. Most work 
but it must be big enough to 
support the rifle

http://www.dstprecision.net/


Body as rifle support
Lign up the rifle to the target. Get 
behind the rifle and peer through the 
scope. Can you see the target? Adjust 
untill you can. Dont touch the rifle with 
your shoulder, dont manipulate with 
your hand. Build the rifle position.

Now imagine shooting lasers. 
You should not muscle the rifle 
anywhere. All you should have to 
do is to support it. Support the 
buttstock with the bag.

Space between rifle stock 
and shoulder.
Relaxed hands. Belly flat, 
chest to the ground if you 
can.

The rifle draws a line of imagined 
recoil through the buttstock, the 
shoulder, then through a straight back 
and through your buttocks.

When the position is built, 
«sneak up» on the rifle with 
a gentle push and lock it in.



The rearbag supporting the rifle, the hand controlling both

Place the rear bag so that you can control the 
elevation and grip the rifle at the same time.

Place the bean bag flat or 
upright to be able to get 
correct elevation with small 
movements, and grip the 
stock lightly to retain recoil 
stock twist/ rotation



Adjusting the position of the bipod to build a natural point of 
aim shooting position

A well placed rear bag may 
cause the reticle to be 
lower than the rear bag 
can adjust.

Time to raise the bipod  a few notches Reticle alignment can 
easier be adjusted 
now by squeezing the 
rear bag



Adjustments
The buttstock angle can assist in
Absorbing recoil, but also torque 
of the rifle. Try different settings, 
filling the shoulder pit/ pocket

Cheek weld position can be 
angled if you want. It may 
complicate different positions 
if you do.
Play with it and see

Length of pull and height of cheek 
plate can be adjusted for proper 
length of pull, body mechanics and 
eye relief.



Feet, pressure and recoil
As allways, any attempt to muscle the rifle will 
lead to failure. Therefore the feet must be 
relaxed, as heavy to the ground as possible.

The bipod spikes will allow 
for more pressure on the 
bipod,and thus the rifle. It 
is rarely a good thing, but 
can be used on slippery 
ground, or uneven ground.

Every shoother must learn 
how much, if any pressure 
forward he wants on the 
bipod.  I use very little 
pressure forward, mostly 
what I call a «contact push»



Bipod friction, cant and operating positions

Adjusting the thumb friction 
screw locks the bipod cant in 
place and helps absorb rifle recoil 
torque

Pro tip: the friction 
screw can have its 
friction set with this 
little set screw.. 



Bipod setup preferences

The Valhalla bipod can be 
adjusted so that the leg 
operating lever is placed  
where the user prefers it.

Loosen two allen keys, rotate, 
lock down



Elevated and cramped positions

The bipod legs can be rotated forward to 
build a usefull elevated position. Here 
length of pull may have to be increased to 
get proper eye relief.  It is very difficult to 
get proper stock contact, so take your 
time to experiment with stock 
adjustments. I increase stock length, 
lower cheek piece, and tuck rear bag 
close to the chest.



Downhill shooting

Downhill shooting presents many 
challenges, building a proper position is 
the first. One option is to rotate the legs 
rearward to get lower in the front, and 
«hang» on the legs. 

Rear bag placed 
forward to hold 
rifle position, ie 
not sliding 
forward.



Next time: 

Bipod or tripod in 
sitting position

Feedback at hello@salamandertactical.com Best, Kenneth 

http://www.salamandertactical.com/
mailto:hello@salamandertactical.com

